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BIJECTIVENESS OF THE NASH MAP FOR QUASI-ORDINARYHYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIESP.D. GONZÁLEZ PÉREZAbstrat. In this paper we give a positive answer to a question of Nash, onerning the ar spaeof a singularity, for the lass of quasi-ordinary hypersurfae singularities extending to this aseprevious results and tehniques of Shihoko Ishii.IntrodutionIn a 1968 preprint, published later as [N℄, Nash introdued a map, nowadays alled the Nashmap (resp. loal Nash map), from the set of families of ars with origin at the singular lousof a variety X (resp. at a �xed singular point x ∈ X), to the set of essential divisors over thesingular lous of X (resp. over the point x). These families of ars are alled Nash omponents(resp. loal Nash omponents). Obviously, these maps oinide if the singular lous of X is reduedto an isolated singular point x. Nash showed that these maps are injetive and asked if they weresurjetive. Ishii and Kollár have shown an a�ne four dimensional variety with singular lous reduedto a point, for whih the Nash map is not bijetive (see [I-K℄). The answer of Nash question forsurfae and threefolds singularities is not known in general. Plenat has given su�ient onditionsfor the surjetivity of the Nash map for isolated surfae singularities in [Pl1℄. In the ase of surfaesingularities the Nash map it is known to be bijetive in the following ases: for minimal singularitiesby Reguera [Re1℄, for sandwihed singularities by the work of Lejeune and Reguera [LJ-R℄ and [Re2℄,for rational double points of type An, already studied by Nash [N℄, and of type Dn by Plenat [Pl2℄(the result for rational double points in general is announed in [Pl3℄). Plenat and Popesu-Pampuhave shown a lass varieties of dimension two and higher for whih the Nash map is bijetive in[Pl-PP1℄ and [Pl-PP2℄; a similar result in the surfae ase is announed by Morales [Mo℄.Ishii and Kollár have shown that Nash question has a positive answer in the ase of normal torivarieties, see [I-K℄. Ishii has generalized this result for the lass pretori algebrai varieties, whihontains in partiular the lass of tori varieties (non neessarily normal). Petrov formulated Nashquestion for pairs (X,B), onsisting of a variety X and a proper losed subvariety B ontainingthe singular lous of X, and exhibited a positive answer in the ase of pairs, (X,B), formed by anormal tori variety X and an invariant set B. He applied this result to prove the bijetiveness ofthe Nash map for the lass of stable tori varieties, a lass of redued but non neessarily irreduiblevarieties introdued by Alexeev [Al℄, whih generalize normal tori varieties (see [Pe℄). Ishii hasshown reently that the loal Nash map is bijetive for analytially pretori singularities, a lass ofsingularities ontaining tori and analytially irreduible quasi-ordinary hypersurfae singularities(see [I3℄). The lass of quasi-ordinary singularities appears lassially in Jung's strategy to obtainresolution of surfae singularities from the embedded resolution of plane urves (see [J℄, [A℄ and[L1℄).2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 14J17; Seondary 32S10, 14M25.Key words and phrases. Nash problem, ar spae, quasi-ordinary singularities, singularities.The authors' researh was supported in part by Programa Ramón y Cajal and MTM2004-08080-C02-01 grants ofMinisterio de Eduaión y Cienia, Spain. 1
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2 P.D. GONZÁLEZ PÉREZThe purpose of this Note is to show that the Nash map is bijetive for any redued germ of quasi-ordinary hypersuperfae singularity, Theorem 4. We show that the results and approah for thelass of pretori singularities, analyzed by Ishii in [I2℄, an be extended to the ase of an analytiallyirreduible quasi-ordinary hypersurfae germ (X,x) by showing a property, Proposition 1, deduedfrom Lipman's result on the struture of the singular lous (see [L2℄, �7). Moreover, if B is a properlosed subgerm of (X,x) ontaining the singular lous of X, we prove that Nash question for the pair
(X,B) has a positive answer under a natural tehnial ondition (see Hypothesis 1 and Theorem 2).In the ase of a quasi-ordinary hypersurfae germ (X,x) with several irreduible omponents Xi,
i = 1, . . . , t, the analysis of the pre-image of the singular lous of X by the normalization map (seeLemma 5) is essential to dedue the main result Theorem 4, the bijetiveness of the Nash map for
X, from the bijetiveness of the Nash map for suitable pairs (Xi, Bi) for i = 1, . . . , t.Finally, we ompare the notions of pretori singularity and analytially pretori singularity, in-trodued by Ishii in [I2℄ and [I3℄ respetively, with the notion of tori quasi-ordinary singularityintrodued [GP2℄ and we show that our main result holds in a slightly larger ategory, whih we allstrongly analytially pretori (see Corollary 5).The expliit desription of the essential divisors over the singular lous of a quasi-ordinary hyper-surfae singularity, given in this paper, is applied by Hernando and the author in [GP-H℄ to provethat the essential divisors of an irreduible germ (X,x) of quasi-ordinary hypersurfae determine,through a suitable notion of Poinaré series, the harateristi monomials, an analytial invariantwhih in the analyti ase enodes the embedded topologial type of the germ haraterized by thework of Gau and Lipman (see [L2℄ and [Gau℄). It should be notied that the Poinaré series assoi-ated only to the essential divisors over the point x, whih orrespond by Ishii's result [I3℄ to the loalNash omponents, does not ontain enough information to reover the harateristi monomials ofthe quasi-ordinary hypersurfae (X,x) in general, see [GP-H℄. This property re�ets the fat thatquasi-ordinary singularities are rarely isolated: X does have an isolated singularity at x if and onlyif the singular germ (X,x) is of dimension one or normal of dimension two. The use of all essentialdivisors, over the di�erent omponents of the singular lous of X, and also over x, is ruial toreover the harateristi monomials of the germ (X,x), as main loal invariants.1. Basi definitions on the ar spae and relative Nash problemIn this setion we give basi de�nitions and results on the relative Nash problem, also alled Nashproblem for a pair. These notions are natural extensions of the orresponding ones on the lassialNash problem (see [Pe℄). In this paper the sheme X is a pure dimensional redued algebrai (resp.algebroid germ of) variety, de�ned over a �eld k, algebraially losed of harateristi zero. Let
B ⊂ X be a redued proper k-subsheme ontaining the singular lous Sing(X) of X.A resolution of singularities of (X,B) is a proper modi�ation φ : Y → X suh that φ|Y −φ−1(B) :

Y − φ−1(B)→ X −B is an isomorphism. The resolution φ is divisorial is φ−1(B) is a divisor. Anexeptional divisor E over X relative to B is an exeptional divisor suh that the enter of E over Xis ontained in B. An exeptional divisor E over X relative to B is essential if for every resolution
φ : Y → X of the pair (X,B) the enter of E on Y is an irreduible omponent of φ−1(B). Thisenter is alled an essential omponent on Y .If k ⊂ K is a �eld extension an ar over X is a morphism α : SpeK[[t]] → X. We denoterespetively by 0 and η the losed point and generi point of SpeK[[t]]. If m ≥ 0 is an integer, an
m-jet over X is a morphism α : SpeK[[t]]/(tm+1) → X. The set Xm of m-jets an be given thestruture of sheme of �nite type over k. We have anonial morphisms Xm+k → Xm, orrespondingto SpeK[[t]]/(tm+1) → SpeK[[t]]/(tm+k+1), for all m,k ≥ 0. The ar spae X∞ := lim←−Xmhas the struture of sheme over k, not of �nite type. A point z ∈ X∞ orresponds to an ar
αz : SpeK[[t]] → X suh that K is the residue �eld at z. We have that K-valued points of X∞



BIJECTIVENESS OF THE NASH MAP FOR QUASI-ORDINARY HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIES 3orrespond to ars of the form SpeK[[t]] → X bijetively. We often denote the point z and theorresponding ar αz by the same symbol. We have a anonial projetion πX : X∞ −→ X, de�nedby z 7→ αz(0). A morphism of varieties (resp. of algebroid germs) ψ : Y → X, orresponds to amorphism at the level of ars: ψ∞ : Y∞ → X∞. See [D-L℄ for the general onstrution of ars spaes.A Nash omponent of X relative to B is an irreduible omponent of π−1
X (B) whih is not ontainedin B∞ ⊂ X∞. If the �eld k is of harateristi zero, as it is assumed in this paper, then the proof ofLemma 2.12 [I-K℄ imply that the Nash omponents of X relative to B oinide with the irreduibleomponents of π−1

X (B). Denote by ⋃
iCi the union of Nash omponents of X relative to B. Let

φ : Y → X be a divisorial resolution of (X,B), i..e, φ−1(B) is a divisor with irreduible omponents
E1, . . . , El. Then the restrition φ∞ to ⋃l

j=1 π
−1
Y (Ej) −→

⋃
i Ci. is dominant and bijetive outside

B∞. For all i there exists a unique ji suh that π−1
Y (Ej)→ Ci is dominant. The analogous statementof Nash Theorem in this relative situation is that Eji

is an essential divisor of X relative to B andthat the relative Nash map Ci 7→ Eji
is an injetion, from the Nash omponents and to the setof essential divisors of X relative to B (see Lemma 2.14 [I3℄ for an analogous proof in this relativesituation or Theorem 2.17 [Pe℄ for a sketh of proof in the algebrai ase). See also [I-K℄ for a modernproof of the lassial statement of Nash [N℄, when B = Sing(X)). The Nash problem for X relativeto B, i.e., the Nash problem for the pair (X,B), is to determine if this orrespondene is bijetive.2. Basi notations on normal tori varietiesWe give some basi de�nitions and notations (see [O℄ or [Fu℄ for proofs). If N is a lattie wedenote by M the dual lattie, by NR the real vetor spae spanned by N and by 〈, 〉 the anonialpairing between the dual latties N and M (resp. vetor spaes NR and MR). A rational onvexpolyhedral one τ in NR, a one in what follows, is the set τ := pos{a1, . . . , as} of non negativelinear ombinations of vetors a1, . . . , as ∈ N . The one τ is stritly onvex if τ ontains no linearsubspae of dimension > 0. We denote by ◦

τ the relative interior of a one σ. The dual one τ∨(resp. orthogonal one τ⊥) of τ is the set {w ∈MR/〈w, u〉 ≥ 0} (resp. 〈w, u〉 = 0) ∀u ∈ τ}). A fan
Σ is a family of stritly onvex ones in NR suh that any fae of suh a one is in the family and theintersetion of any two of them is a fae of eah. If τ is a one in the fan Σ, the semigroup τ∨∩M isof �nite type, it spans the lattie M and the variety Zτ,N = Spe k[τ∨ ∩M ], whih we denote by Zτwhen the lattie is lear from the ontext, is normal. The a�ne varieties Zτ orresponding to onesin a fan Σ glue up to de�ne the tori variety ZΣ. The torus TN := Z{0}

∼= (k∗)rkN is embeddedin ZΣ as an open dense subset and there is an ation of TN on ZΣ whih extends the ation of thetorus on itself by multipliation. We have a bijetion between the relative interiors of the ones ofthe fan and the orbits of the torus ation, ◦
τ 7→ orbZΣ

(τ), whih inverses inlusions of the losures.We denote the orbit orbZΣ
(τ) by orb(τ) when the tori variety ZΣ is lear from the ontext.In this paper σ denotes a rational stritly onvex one in NR of maximal dimension. Any nonzero vetor v ∈ σ ∩ N de�nes a valuation valv of the �eld of frations of k[σ∨ ∩M ] (resp. of the

m-adi ompletion k[[σ∨∩M ]] of the loalization of k[σ∨∩M ] at the maximal ideal, (σ∨∩M)\{0},de�ning the origin oσ of the tori variety Zσ). This valuation, alled monomial or tori valuation,is de�ned for an element 0 6= φ =
∑
cuX

u ∈ k[[σ∨ ∩M ]], by valv(φ) = mincu 6=0〈n, u〉. If the ray
ρ := vR≥0 belongs a fan Σ subdividing σ, the losure Dρ of the orbit orb(ρ) is an invariant divisor(we denote it also by Dv if the vetor v is primitive for the lattie N). We denote by valDρ

theassoiated divisorial valuation. If v = qv0 for q ∈ Z≥1 and v0 a primitive vetor for the lattie Nthen we have that valv = qvalDρ
. Following Ishii we say that the valuation valv is a tori divisorialvaluation (see [I2℄). The one σ indues a partial order on NR, de�ned by u ≤σ u′ i� u′ ∈ u + σ(similar de�nition for ≤σ∨ on MR holds).



4 P.D. GONZÁLEZ PÉREZ3. Quasi-ordinary hypersurfaes: singular lous and normalizationA quasi-ordinary hypersurfae singularity X is de�ned by Spe k[[x]][y]/(f) where x = (x1, . . . , xd)and f ∈ k[[x]][y] is a quasi-ordinary polynomial, i.e., a Weierstrass polynomial suh that the dis-riminant ∆yf with respet to y is of the form xδǫ where δ ∈ Z
d
≥0 and ǫ ∈ k[[x]] is a unit. Bythe Jung-Abhyankar Theorem the roots of quasi-ordinary polynomials are frational power serieswith partiular properties. Namely, if f is irreduible of degree n a root of f is of the form:

ζ =
∑
cλx

λ ∈ k[[x1/n]], where x1/n = (x
1/n
1 , . . . , x

1/n
d ), and the terms appearing in this expansionverify ertain properties. In partiular if f is of degree > 1 in y, ertain monomials, determined byomparing the di�erent roots of f and alled harateristi or distinguished, appear in the expansionof ζ with non zero oe�ient. The orresponding exponents, whih are also alled harateristi,an be relabelled in the form λ1 ≤σ∨ λ2 ≤σ∨ · · · ≤σ∨ λg . These exponents determine the followingnested sequene of latties: M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mg =: M where M0 := Z

d and Mj := Mj−1 + Zλjfor j = 1, . . . , g with the onvention λg+1 = +∞. We have that the exponents appearing in theexpansion of ζ belong to M . See [L2℄ and also [GP2℄. We have ring extensions:(1) k[[σ∨ ∩M0]] = k[[x]] −→ OX
∼= k[[x]][ζ] −→ k[[σ∨ ∩M ]]where σ∨ denotes the positive quadrant R

d
≥0 and M0 = Z

d (we denote by σ, N0 and N the orre-sponding dual objets of σ∨, M0 and M respetively). In [GP2℄ it is proved that the ring extension
OX → k[[σ∨∩M ]] is the inlusion of OX in its integral losure in its �eld of frations. Geometrially,(1) orresponds to a sequene of �nite maps:(2) (Xσ,N , oσ) = (X̄, x)

ν
−→ (X,x)

ρ
−→ (Z, x) = (Xσ,N0

, oσ) = (kd, 0).Sine the map ρ ◦ ν is equivariant, it maps the orbit orbX̄τ to orbZτ , for eah fae τ < σ.We reall Lipman's desription of the singular lous of a quasi-ordinary hypersurfae, see Theo-rem7.3 [L2℄, for a preise statement (f. also the reformulation of this result given in [PP℄).Theorem 1. With the previous notations if (X,x) is analytially irreduible we have that the irre-duible omponents of Sing(X) are of odimension one or two. The odimension one (resp. two)omponents are intersetions of X with xi = 0, (resp. with xi = 0 and xj = 0) for some suitableoordinate setions, in eah ase, determined by the harateristi monomials. �Proposition 1. The set ν−1(Sing(X)) is a germ of losed set at the origin of X̄, whih is invariantby the torus ation on X̄.Proof. By Lipman's theorem, the irreduible omponents of Sing(X) are the germs ρ−1(orbZ(τ))at the point x, where τ runs ertain set of a one (resp. two ) dimensional faes of σ. It follows fromthis and the previous disussion that the irreduible omponents of ν−1(Sing(X)) are of odimensionone or two. The odimension one (resp. two) omponents are of the form
(ρ ◦ ν)−1(orbZ(τ)) = orbX̄(τ).If xi = Xui for i = 1, . . . , d, in (1) then xi = 0 (resp. xi = xj = 0) de�nes in Z the losure of the orbitorbZ(τ) where the one τ is haraterized by τ⊥∩σ∨ = posk 6=i(uk) (resp. by τ⊥∩σ∨ = posk 6=i,j(uk)).

� 4. Relative Nash problem, the irreduible aseWe follow Ishii's approah in [I2℄ and [I3℄. Let (X,x) be an irreduible germ of quasi-ordinaryhypersurfae. We study the relative Nash problem for a proper losed set B ⊂ X suh that Sing(X) ⊂
B. We introdue the following hypothesis on B.Hypothesis 1. Any irreduible omponent of ν−1(B) is an orbit losure orbX̄(τ) orresponding tosome fae τ of σ.



BIJECTIVENESS OF THE NASH MAP FOR QUASI-ORDINARY HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIES 5Notie that Sing(X) veri�es this hypothesis by Proposition 1. When the hypothesis above is veri�edany irreduible omponent in the losure of the set ν−1(B)−Sing(X̄) is an orbit losure orrespondingto some regular fae τ < σ (with respet to the lattie N). We denote by τ1, . . . , τr the regular faesdetermined in this way and by ei ∈ N , the baryenter of τi (i.e., the sum of the primitive integralvetors, for the lattie N , in the edges of τi), for i = 1, . . . , r.Let {vj}
s
j=1 the set of minimal elements, with respet of the partial order ≤σ in the set:

S :=
⋃

τ<σ, τ singular ◦
τ ∩N.By [I-K℄ the tori divisors {Dvj

}j=1,...,s are the essential divisors of tori variety X̄ , and also theessential divisors of the germ of X̄ at the losed orbit, by Lemma 4.9 [I3℄. This haraterization ofessential divisors generalizes a result of Bouvier [Bo℄, see also [Bo-GS℄.Lemma 2. Eah ei, for i = 1, . . . , r is minimal among {ei, vj}
j=1,...,s
i=1,...,r for the order ≤σ.Proof. See Lemma 5.7 [I2℄. �Lemma 3. Let {ei, vj}

j=1,...,w
i=1,...,r , (w ≤ s) be the set of minimal elements of {ei, vj}

j=1,...,s
i=1,...,r . Then thereis an inlusion

{essential divisors over X relative to B} ⊂ {Dei
,Dvj

}j=1,...,w
i=1,...,r .Proof. The statement an be translated in purely ombinatorial terms in terms of the existeneof resolutions of singularities of X, whih are obtained by omposing the normalization map withtori modi�ations. The preise arguments are the ontent of the proof of Lemma 5.7 [I2℄. �Following Ishii, [I2℄, we assoiate to a non zero vetor v ∈ σ∩N a subset TX

∞(v) of X∞ , ontainingonly ars whih lift to ars with generi point in the torus TN of X̄ :
TX
∞(v) := {α ∈ X∞ | α(η) ∈ ν(TN ), ordtα

∗(xu) = 〈v, u〉, for u ∈M}.The sets T X̄
∞(v), de�ned similarly, are orbits of a natural ation of (TN )∞ on the ar spae of thenormal tori variety X̄ (see [I1℄).Lemma 4. Let {ei, vj}

j=1,...,w
i=1,...,r , (w ≤ s) be the set of minimal elements of {ei, vj}

j=1,...,s
i=1,...,r . Then, thefollowing losures are distint Nash omponents of X∞:

TX
∞(ei), i = 1, . . . , r and TX

∞(vj), j = 1, . . . , w.If v ∈ {ei, vj}
j=1,...,s
i=1,...,r the image of the omponent TX

∞(v) by the Nash map is the divisor Dv.Proof. The proof is analogous to the proofs of Lemma 4.6 and 4.7 in [I3℄. Notie that with ourhypothesis the proof holds not only for vetors v ∈ ◦
σ ∩N but also for vetors v ∈ σ ∩ N . See alsothe proof of Lemma 5.10 and Theorem 5.11 [I2℄. �Theorem 2. Let (X,x) be a irreduible germ of quasi-ordinary hypersurfae singularity. Let B alosed subsheme verifying Hypothesis 1. Then the Nash map between the set of Nash omponentsof π−1

X (B) and the set of essential divisors of X relative to B is bijetive.Proof. Let u ∈ {ei, vj}
j=1,...,w
i=1,...,r . Then the sequene

u 7→ TX
∞(u) 7→ Dude�nes an injetion from the set {ei, vj}

j=1,...,w
i=1,...,r to the set of essential divisors over X, by Lemma 4and by the injetivity of the Nash map. By Lemma 3 the set of essential divisors is of ardinality lessor equal than r + w, hene it follows that this set is of ardinality equal to r + w and the injetionabove is a bijetion. This implies that the Nash map is bijetive. �



6 P.D. GONZÁLEZ PÉREZCorollary 3. If (X,x) is an analytially irreduible quasi-ordinary hypersurfae the Nash map isbijetive.Proof. By Proposition 1 the singular lous B = Sing(X) veri�es the hypothesis 1 of Theorem 2.�5. Nash problem for a quasi-ordinary hypersurfaeNow we suppose that (X,x) is a germ of redued quasi-ordinary hypersurfae. We denote by fa quasi-ordinary polynomial de�ning (X,x). The fators fi of the fatorization of f = f1 . . . ft asprodut of irreduible terms orresponds to the irreduible omponents of (X,x). The fators fi arequasi-ordinary polynomials, for i = 1, . . . , t.We denote by Bi the intersetion:
Bi = Xi ∩ Sing(X) = Sing(Xi) ∪

j 6=i⋃

j=1,...,t

Xi ∩Xj .We denote by νi : X̄i → X the normalization of Xi, whih is a tori singularity by the previousdisussion.Lemma 5. We have that ν−1
i (Bi) is a germ of invariantly losed set, at the lose orbit of the torisingularity X̄i.Proof. We have already shown the statement for ν−1

i (Sing(Xi)) by Proposition 1. If j 6= i then
ν−1(Xi ∩ Xj) is de�ned by fj(ζ

(i)) = 0 where ζ(i) is a �xed root of fi, used to de�ne the ringextension (2) orresponding to Xi. We have that the element fj(ζ
(i)) is equal to the produt ofa monomial by a unit in the loal algebra of the tori singularity X̄i (this follows easily from thede�nition, see [GP2℄ for more details). This implies that fj(ζ

(i)) = 0 de�nes a germ of invariantlylosed set, at the lose orbit of the tori singularity X̄i, whih is equal to ν−1
i (Xi ∩Xj). �We obtain then a generalization of Corollary 4.12 in [I3℄:Theorem 4. Let (X,x) be a redued germ of quasi-ordinary hypersurfae singularity. Then the Nashmap between the Nash omponents of π−1

X (Sing(X)) and the essential divisors of X is bijetive.Proof. We keep the notations given above for the irreduible omponents of X. Notie that
π−1

X (Sing(X)) =
⊔t

i=1 π
−1
Xi

(Bi) by de�nition of Bi. It follows from this that:
{Nash omponents of X} ⊂ t⊔

i=1

{Nash omponents of Xi relative to Bi}.(See the proof of Lemma 4.11 [I3℄). We prove that:
{essential divisors over X} ⊂ t⊔

i=1

{essential divisors over Xi relative to Bi}.Let φi : Yi → Xi be a resolution of (Xi, Bi). Then the omposite φ : Y → X de�ned by:
Y :=

t⊔

i=1

Yi

F

φi
→

t⊔

i=1

Xi → Xis a resolution of the pair (X,Sing(X)) by the de�nition of Bi. Let E be an essential divisor of X.The enter of E in Y is an irreduible omponent of
φ−1(Sing(X)) =

t⊔

i=1

φ−1
i (Bi),



BIJECTIVENESS OF THE NASH MAP FOR QUASI-ORDINARY HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIES 7thus an irreduible omponent of φ−1
i (Bi) for some i. This implies the assertion.The hypothesis 1 is veri�ed by Bi with respet to Xi for i = 1, . . . , t by Lemma 5. By Theorem 2applied to the pair (Bi,Xi) the Nash map between the set of Nash omponents of π−1

Xi
(Bi) and theset of essential divisors of Xi relative to Bi is bijetive. �6. An extension of the results to a larger ategoryIn De�nition 4.1 [I3℄ the notion of analytially pretori singularity is introdued in the algebroidategory. A germ (X,x) is alled in [I3℄ analytially pretori if there exists a sequene of injetiveloal homomorphisms:

k[[σ∨ ∩M0]]
ρ∗
→ OX,x

ν∗

→ k[[σ∨ ∩M ]]suh thati. ν∗ ◦ ρ∗ : k[[σ∨ ∩M0]]→ k[[σ∨ ∩M ]] is the anonial injetion orresponding to a �nite indexlattie inlusion M0 ⊂M ,ii. the morphism ν : Spek[[σ∨ ∩M ]]→ X orresponding to ν∗ is the normalization map,iii. the restrition of ν to the torus Spek[[σ∨ ∩M ]][M ] is an isomorphism onto its image.Notie that Ishii introdued the notion of pretori variety in the algebrai ategory in [I2℄ De�nition5.1. The �rst two onditions for a variety X to be pretori are the formulations of axioms i. and ii.above in the algebrai ategory, while the third ondition above is to be replaed byiii'. The losed subset ν−1(Sing(X)) is invariant for the torus ation of X̄.We say that a germ of algebroid singularity is strongly analytially pretori if it veri�es onditions i.,ii., and iii'. Notie that in the algebroid ase ondition iii'. implies ondition iii in Ishii's de�nitionof analytially pretori singularity.Corollary 5. If (X,x) is a germ of strongly analytially pretori singularity then the assoiatedNash map is bijetive.Proof. The analysis and results done in the setions 4 and 5 extends formally for any algebroidsingularity (X,x) verifying onditions i., ii., and iii'. �We end this setion by formulating some natural questions whih ome out from the omparison ofthe notions of (strongly) analytially pretori with that of tori quasi-ordinary singularity, introduedin [GP2℄ as a suitable generalization of the notion of quasi-ordinary singularity (in [GP1℄ the thislass of singularities was restrited to the ase of relative hypersurfae germ in Zσ × C). A germof omplex analyti variety (X,x) of pure dimension d is a tori quasi-ordinary singularity if thereexists:a. An a�ne normal tori variety Xσ,N0
= Spe k[σ∨ ∩M0], de�ned by a d dimensional rationalstritly onvex one σ for the lattie N0 (dual of σ∨ and M0 respetively).b. A �nite morphism of germs (X,x)
ρ
→ (Xσ,N0

, oσ), where oσ is the losed orbit, whih isunrami�ed over the torus of Xσ,N0
.Condition b. means that for eah representative of the morphism ρ there exists an open neighborhoodof oσ suh that ρ is unrami�ed over its intersetion with the torus. If the one σ is simpliial then

(X,x) is a quasi-ordinary singularity: we redue to this ase by replaing the lattie M0 by asublattie M ′
0 of �nite index suh that σ∨ is regular for M ′

0 and hene Zσ,N ′

0
= C

d, for N ′
0 the duallattie of M ′

0. Then the normalization (X̄, x) is a germ of tori variety Xσ,N = Spe C[σ∨ ∩M ] forsome lattie M ⊇M0, at is losed orbit, and the omposite ρ ◦ ν is a germ of tori equivariant mapde�ned by the hange of latties (see Theorem 5.1 in [PP℄, or see [GP2℄ in the hypersurfae ase).The de�nition of analytially pretori singularity an be easily adapted to the omplex analytiategory. It is immediate that if (X,x) is a germ of analytially pretori singularity then it is toriquasi-ordinary singularity, sine the map ρ is then unrami�ed over the torus by axiom i and iii. It
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